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1 Introduction
The number and scope of microbial community studies from diverse environments have
increased exponentially with the recent introduction of next generation sequencing
technologies. However, the development of analysis tools did not keep up with the advancements in data generation. Existing tools limit the number of sequences to be analyzed
considerably or cover only part of the analysis workflow. Therefore, we developed SnoWMAn, a
powerful web server for analysis of amplicon sequence data generated in microbiome studies. It
can cope with the increased data volume and integrates the complete analysis workflow
covering sample splitting, sequence filtering and alignment, clustering, taxonomic classification,
diversity estimation, sample comparison and visualization of the results. To accommodate the
diverse analysis approaches, different analysis pipelines are available, which allow both
sequence independent and taxonomy independent phylotyping. The diversity of microbial
populations is estimated by rarefaction analysis and microbiomes of different samples can be
compared by principal component analysis, Venn diagrams and charts representing the
sequence distribution on taxonomic classification. The web server offers unique capabilities for
microbiome characterizations and comparisons and facilitates fast and convenient analysis of
the large and complex datasets. It can be accessed via http://snowman.genome.tugraz.at.
Specifically the following features are included:
Supported analysis pipelines:
BLAT
RDP
Mothur
UCLUST
JGast
Supported analysis steps:
Preprocessing: Trimming, splitting, sorting
Sequence alignment
Removing duplicates (Uniquing)
Clustering
Dereplication / Representative sequences
Classification / Taxa assignment
Statistical analysis:
Rarefaction
Principal Component Analysis
Visualization of results:
Sequence distribution over taxonomic classification
Sequence distribution over taxonomic ranks
Sequence distribution over samples
Endpoint depth of classification
Cluster size distribution
Phylotype overlap in up to 4 samples
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2 Getting started
This Guide is intended to provide you with a quick overview of the current functions of the
Microbiome Webapplication, and as a walkthrough for the user interface.

2.1 Basic Outline
This figure describes the basic outline of the application’s view.
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Header / Banner. No functionality
Main navigation and functions
User management (Login, Logout, Create user, Change
password)
Program tree. Shows all your analyses and the link to the
data directory
Main information and user interaction area.
Status bar. Copyright notice and imprint

2.2 Login
If you do not want to create your own account, you can always login using the guest user
(username: guest, password: guest). If you want to create your own account (recommended),
click the “Create account” link in the user management section (3).
Enter username, password and e-mail address and click submit.
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Once you have your username. Click “login” and enter your username and password to log in.

2.3 After login
Once you successfully logged in, the program tree is shown on the left-hand side, displaying all
your analyses (if you already started some), the link to the data directory and the analysis pooling
tool. Also you will find that a new option is added to the main navigation bar. It says “Start
Analysis”, and that’s exactly what it does: it takes you to the analysis view, where you can select
the type of analysis you want to start.

But before we can start any kind of analysis, we need to upload some data to the data directory.

2.4 Data Directory
Once you open the data directory, you will get a list of all files you uploaded with this user. If this is
your first login, it will most probably be empty. Use the “Choose File” button to select a file you
want to upload, and the click the “upload” button, to submit it. You can also click “Upload multiple
files” to start the Multiple File Upload Applet, where you can – as the name implies – upload
multiple files at once.
If you have one or more files in your directory, you can use the buttons next to the filename to
download, rename or delete the file.
If you just want to try out the features of the application, click the “load test files” button, and a
few tryout files will be copied to your directory, which already enables you to go through each
analysis and see what it can do!
File actions explained
Download file
Rename file
Delete file
Open in Inspector (see chapter
“File Inspector”)
View Sequence Length
Distribution

Note: If you have large files, you can zip them before uploading. Just upload the Zip file and you’ll
be able to use every file inside that archive for your analyses.
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2.5 File Inspector
If you click the magnification glass next to a file in the Data Directory or the result page, the file
Inspector opens. It displays the first 200 lines of the selected file. You can simply close it with the
button on the upper right corner of the inspector layer.

/
Button you can define the behavior of text longer than the textarea (wrap
Through the
around or display horizontal scrollbar).
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3 Start Analysis
To start a new analysis, simply click the “Start Analysis” button in the main navigation bar. It will
bring up the following screen:

This is where you can select one of 4 (and more coming) different pipelines for your analysis.
Each main pipeline is indicated by the yellow arrow, while it’s different “flavors” are listed below.
When you move the mouse over one of the pipeline/flavors an overview is displayed as a
flowchart on the right side of the screen. If a specific flavor runs only part of its parent pipeline,
the skipped parts are grayed out in the chart as well.
Once you click one of the links it takes you to the input data selection screen.
The following workflows are currently supported:
- BLAT
- RDP
- Mothur
- UCLUST
- JGast

3.1 Choose data files
This step is pretty much the same for every step of analysis. No matter what kind of analysis you
want to do, or at which step in the pipeline you jump in, the first thing to do is always the
selection of the input files. So, just go ahead and select one of the workflows and you will come
to this screen:
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As you can already see, not every file is available for selection. The files from the data directory
are filtered by their filename extension. For most analyses you will be required to use fasta files
(.fa;.fna;.fas;.fasta). Also every file inside of a zip archive you uploaded can be added. Just select
one or more of them and click the “Add” button.
Once you selected at least one file, it will be shown under “Already selected files”, where you
have the option to remove it from the selection. Click Next to accept and go to the next page.

3.2 Workflow specific steps
3.2.1

Preprocessing

Preprocessing is the first step for most workflows. There are two versions: IGB Preprocessing
and RDP Preprocessing (which is a combination of the RDP Tagsorter and the RDP Trimmer).
Depending on what workflow you select you might have to use one or the other – or can select
which version you want to use in the preprocessing screen. Some functions and parameters are
only available in the IGB version, while others are only performed by the RDP version. They
include:
- Sample splitting based on sample tags (barcodes)
- Filtering based on forward primer
- Cropping tag and primer from sequence
- Filtering short sequences
- Filtering sequences that excess the maximum number of Ns
- Filtering based on quality (Quality file required)
- Reverse complement sequences
You have the following options:
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Primer File: (See Section Primer file)
A list of candidate primer files is generated from the files in the data directory by looking
for files with the same name as one of the selected sequence files, but with the ending
“_primers.fa”. This is only to help you choose the primers more quickly. You can at any
time manually enter both forward and reverse primers into the text fields.
Perform quality filtering
If you have a quality file for each sequence file, you can enable quality filtering. If it is
checked the quality files are loaded during preprocessing and the sequences that fall
below the quality threshold will be removed from further analysis steps.
Analyze runs individually:
If this is checked the workflow that you selected will run for every input file separately. If
you leave it unchecked, samples after preprocessing will be treated as if they came from
one and the same sequence file.

Example for merged analysis (default)

Example for “Analyze runs individually”

Maximum number of Ns:
Sequences that have a number of N characters exceeding the one specified here, will be
removed from further analysis steps.
Minimum sequence length:
Sequences shorter than this will be removed during preprocessing.
Forward primer sequences/Reverse primer sequences:
If specified the forward and reverse primers will be compared with the beginning and end
of every sequence. If no primer matches the sequence will be removed from further
analysis steps.
Forward primer mismatches/Reverse primer mismatches:
The number of tolerance characters for the forward and reverse primers.
Quality threshold:
If quality filtering is performed, sequences with an average quality below this threshold will
be removed.
Crop primers:
Defines hether or not the primers should be cropped from the sequence.
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Reverse complement sequences:
If selected, the reverse complement of the original sequence is used for the further
analysis steps.
To perform preprocessing you need to have a tag file for every sequence file. For the format of
the tag file, please check out section “Tag File Format”. It is automatically selected based on the
filename and cannot be changed so far. It must therefore have the same name as the
corresponding sequence file, except that it ends in .txt. Same goes for quality filtering and quality
files which have to end in .qual.
While you can do preprocessing without quality filtering if you don’t have the quality files, you
cannot proceed without the tag file. If you are missing one or more of these supplementary files
it is indicated as shown here:

3.2.2

Start with full length sequences

If you are starting out with full length sequences (no primers or barcode/tag sequence prefixed),
you can select the “no splitting” option at the beginning of the workflow selection, and it will skip
the preprocessing step.
After you select your input files, instead of going to the preprocessing screen, you will be asked
to select a tag file. The tag file to select here is the same format as when you want to perform
preprocessing. The only difference is that the barcode/tag sequence can be empty (or any
arbitrary sequence for that matter – it’s just not used).

Important is that for every sequence file that you selected, there has to be an entry in the tag file.
That means if you selected to run the workflow for file A1.fa, A2.fa and A3.fa, then you have to
define the samples A1, A2 and A3 in the tag file.
The tag file selection screen will display if the selected tag file contains a definition for every
sequence file. You can choose to not select a tag file, or to select one that does not provide
every sample, but then you don’t have grouping information for that sample.
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3.2.3

BLAT Settings

Here you can select the reference database used for the BLAT alignment used in the BLAT
pipeline, or for the BLAST alignment used in the JGast pipeline.

3.2.4

RDP Settings

If you selected the RDP pipeline this is where you can select the alignment model (the database
to be aligned to) and the classification (settings for the RDP Classifier). The Maximum Similarity
and the Step parameter define on which maximum distances the clustering will occur. It has a
great impact on the number of clusters and therefore the time it takes for your analysis to finish!

3.2.5

Mothur Settings

If you selected the Mothur Pipeline you can now define the reference database for the
alignment, as well as the settings for the clustering process.
The Maximum Similarity and the Step parameter define on which maximum distances the
clustering will occur. It has a great impact on the number of clusters and therefore the time it
takes for your analysis to finish!

3.2.6

UCLUST Settings
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For the UCLUST pipeline you can select the Maximum Similarity and the Step parameters which
define the maximum distance the clustering will be calculated for. It has a significant impact on
the number of clusters and therefore the time it takes for your analysis to finish!. Additionally you
can select the classification settings for the RDP Classifier.

3.3 Analysis page
Another page that is common for every kind of analysis is the Analysis page. It is the last page of
every analysis setup, and starts up the analysis itself.

As you can see the analysis page summarizes the steps that are part of your analysis, displays
the selected tag files (where applicable), informs you about your position in the queue and
estimates a time until the analysis is finished.
If there are already other analyses queued (either by you or by another user) it could also look
like this:

Also you can define a name and a description for your analysis. Every field is optional – even the
name. If you do not define one, the automatically generated job-id will be used. After clicking
“Start” the analysis will be started in the background, and added to the program tree, where you
can click it to get detailed information about its status.

3.4 After you started an analysis
After starting an analysis, it is added to the program tree on the left, using the name you
specified in the Analysis page. If you didn’t specify one, it is using the automatically generated
job-id.
In some cases (depending on the type of analysis), you might also get some statistics, like the
number of sequences in your file, or the number of total runs you made.
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You can then select the new analysis on the left in the tree. If you don’t, you will be redirected
there after 30 seconds. Until your analysis is finished you can review it’s progress from there.
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4 Results

Once an analysis has finished this page displays the results.
At the top you can see two toolbars: the “Views” Bar and the “Action” Bar.

4.1 The Action Bar
The Action Bar is context-sensitive and can therefore contain any sorts of actions depending on
the view and state your analysis results currently are in. For example, in the file browsing view it
contains a ZIP Icon that lets you download the results of your analysis as a ZIP file while in the
sample view it lets you perform Sample Merging and Deletion.

4.2 Views
So far there are five different views you can display the results in:

4.2.1

Settings Overview

This view provides an overview of the settings the analysis has been started with.
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4.2.2

History

In the History view you can review the runtime of the various analysis steps and looks pretty
much like the progress view when the analysis is running.

4.2.3

File Browser

The default view is the “File Browser” view which you can see in the screenshot below. Here you
can browse through the result files of each step the analysis went through (like Preprocessing,
Merging, Uniquing...) in the same manner as you can see the files in your data directory. If your
analysis consists of multiple runs there is one table for each run.

Actions:
Download
Copy to Data Directory
Delete
Open in Inspector (see chapter “File Inspector”)
View Sequence Length Distribution
Download results as ZIP File
Download currently viewed files as ZIP File
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4.2.4

Sample View

In the sample view you get a table for each run showing all the samples from that run, with their
respective number of sequences, number of unique sequences (if the workflow the data was
created with includes duplicate removal) and the number of phylotypes (aka OTUs or clusters)
per distance.
For workflows that do not perform clustering (like the BLAT pipeline) the table instead displays
the number of phylotypes for each taxonomy.
If some kind of grouping has been specified in the tag file (see Tag File Format) you can use the
tabs to switch between sorting of the different categories.
Per default the Sample View is displayed in read-only mode. Through the button in the Action bar
you can unlock it for merging and sample deletion.
Actions:
Download table as textfile

/

Unlock/Lock for editing
Save changes
Discard changes
Mark for merging
Mark for deletion

4.2.4.1

Sample Merging/Deletion

Samples created by merging can not only be seen in the Sample View, but can also be used in
the Statistical Analysis view. To merge/delete samples go to the result page / sample view and
button. The table then changes to the following:
click the
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You can now mark samples for merging
or mark them for deletion .
Once one or more samples are marked for merging you’ll see the following:

Now you can set a name and destination run for the new sample.
Using the / buttons you can then apply or discard these changes.
Note: Deleted samples cannot be restored!

4.2.5

Statistical Analysis View

In this view you can generate statistical charts to visualize the results of your analysis.
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You can download the dataset for each chart in form of an excel file, as well as the image itself in
PNG and SVG format.
Actions:
Download dataset and image as xls file
Download image as PNG file
Download image as SVG file
Zoom out (smaller image)
Zoom in (larger image)
At the top there are two tabs: Let’s start with the Sequence Distribution tab:
On the left side you can find the following settings (depending on the selected chart):
Select samples:
Chart Type:
Taxonomy /
Distance:
Rank:
Share threshold:
Probability
threshold:
Show
unclassified:
Display as:
Scale:
Display
abundance:
Display group
size:

4.2.5.1

Select one or more samples to be displayed. (Press Shift or Ctrl to
select more than one)
The kind of chart that should be plotted. A list of all chart types can be
found below.
Depending on whether the source analysis was OTU based or not you
can either define the distance you want the display the data for, or the
taxonomy.
The taxonomic rank you want to display the taxonomies for. (e.g.
Domain, Phylum...)
Taxa with a relative abundance below this threshold will be displayed as
“Other” (to reduce the amount of elements in the legend)
Classifications with a probability lower than this threshold will be
displayed as “Unclassified”.
Whether unclassified sequences should be displayed or left out of the
chart.
Some charts can be displayed as Bar or Line chart.
Display absolute values or relative (% of the sum).
For OTU Overlap Diagram: Display total number of sequences instead
of the number of clusters.
Display the number of sequences per group next to the group names.

Chart types

Here is a list of the chart types that can be selected in the Statistical Analysis view:
Sequence VS Taxa
Plots samples against the number of
sequences, categorized by their
classification at a given taxonomic
rank/level.
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Sequences VS Rank
Plots each taxonomic rank against
the number of sequences that were
successfully classified.

Sequences per Sample
Plots each Sample against the total
number of sequences.

Endpoint depth
Plots each taxonomic rank against
the number of sequences whose
classification ended at that respective
rank.

Cluster size distribution
Plots each 6 preset groups of cluster
sizes (1 sequence, 2-10 sequences,
11-100 sequences, 101-1000
sequences.....) against the number of
clusters in that group.
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Phylotype Overlap
Plots a Venn Diagram for up to 4
samples, displaying the overlap in
Phylotypes.

Rarefaction
Plots the Rarefaction curve as
generated by the Rarefaction
analysis.

Principal Component Analysis
Displays OTU Abundance in a PCA,
where 2 Components are plotted
against each other.
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4.2.5.2

Phylotype overlap

In the phylotype overlap chart you can select up to 4 samples and display the number of
different phylotypes per sample, as well as the overlaps between the selected samples in a
Venn diagram.

The Venn diagram displays every selected sample as a set of phylotypes and all the subsets.
That means the subset of Sample1 and Sample2 displays the number of phylotypes that are
present in Sample1 and Sample2 but not present in Sample3 and Sample4.
You can retrieve a list of phylotypes for each subset simply by clicking the subset in the image.
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5 Resources
5.1 Sequence file
The sequence files are the files that contain the actual sequences that you want to classify.

5.1.1

Format

The sequence files have to be provided in Fasta format where each sequence must have a
unique identifier. If the file is formatted like a Roche 454 file, then the “uaccno=” field is
considered to be the identifier. If the format is different, the text until the first space character in
the header is used as identifier.
Important notes:
 It is absolutely mandatory that the identifiers are unique over the whole analysis!
 Allowed characters for sequence IDs are A-Z, a-z, 0-9,”-“ and “_”.

5.1.2

File name

For SnoWMAn to recognize the files as sequence files they have to be named with the ending
.fa, .fs, .fna or .fasta.

5.2 Tag file
The tag file is used to identify different kind of samples within the sequence files. A tag sequence
(usually 6 bases long) is matched with the first characters in each sequence to find out which
sample it belongs to.
Additionally the tag file allows you to define groups over a variable amount of categories within
your samples, which are not mandatory but allow for some interesting possibilities during further
analysis.

5.2.1

Format

The tagfile can be provided either in tab delimited format, or in fasta format.
Tab delimited example: (use ONE TAB to separate columns)
Sequence
Samplename
Patient
Timepoint
Type
AGCAGC
CG01
A
01
F
CTCAGC
CG02
A
02
F
AGAGAG
CG03
A
03
F
AGATGC
CG04
A
04
F
Fasta format example:
> MIDTAG: CG01 Patient="A"
ACGTAC
> MIDTAG: CG02 Patient="A"
CCGTAC
> MIDTAG: CG03 Patient="A"
TCGTAC
> MIDTAG: CG04 Patient="A"
GCGTAC

Timepoint="01" Type=”F”
Timepoint="02" Type=”F”
Timepoint="03" Type=”F”
Timepoint="04" Type=”F”

Note: Allowed characters for sample names, groups and categories are A-Z, a-z, 0-9.
Do not use dot (.), colon (:), underscore (_) or double quotes (“)!
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5.2.2

File name

The tagfiles have to have the same filename as the sequence file they belong to, except that
they end with .txt

5.3 Primer file
The primer file is not mandatory because you can also define the primers manually.

5.3.1

Format

The primer file needs to be provided in fasta format, with one entry for each primer. Every entry
is assumed to be a forward primer unless it has the word “reverse” in the fasta header.

5.3.2

File name

The filename for the primer file has to be the same as one of the sequence files of the analysis
you want to use it for, except that it ends with _primers.fa
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